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BOOK REVIEWS
Selling the Old-Time Religion: American Fundamentalism and Mass
Culture, 1920–1940, by Douglas Carl Abrams. Athens, GA: University
of Georgia Press, 2001. 168 pp. $35.
Strangers in Zion: Fundamentalists in the South, 1900–1950, by William R. Glass. Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 2001. 309 pp.
$39.95.
The study of fundamentalism has come into its own in the past
twenty years with a number of helpful books on the rise and development of a significant theological force in American life. Added to the
growing body of literature are two recent works that continue the
process of clarifying the shape and nature of the fundamentalist
movement in the twentieth century. Douglas Carl Abrams, Selling the
Old-Time Religion, examines early fundamentalist’s use of popular
culture to promote their theological agenda while William R. Glass,
Strangers in Zion, explores the impact of fundamentalism in the South
during the first half of the last century. Both works offer helpful insights and make for fascinating reading to anyone with an interest in
American church history generally and fundamentalist history specifically.
Abrams’s thesis is that fundamentalism, while rejecting the message of modernity, embraced its methodology to promote its own narrower evangelical agenda. But by doing so, it often sent conflicting
signals regarding its relationship to the modernity it so vocally opposed. Following Harry Stout’s The Divine Dramatist: George Whitefield and the Rise of Modern Evangelicalism (1991), who suggested
Whitefield aggressively embraced the modern methods in his day,
Abrams argues that fundamentalists often took a pragmatic approach
to their methodology, adopting an ends justifies the means mindset. In
fact, “describing their efforts as ‘selling the old-time religion’ would be,
to them [the fundamentalists], high praise” (p. xii).
What is most striking about Abrams’s book is not so much the
subject, as startling as the title may be, but that he is a professing fundamentalist. Abrams teaches history at Bob Jones University, and this
work marks the first effort by a fundamentalist to reach a broad, scholarly audience signified by the fact that a secular press like the University of Georgia would publish a work by a fundamentalist about
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fundamentalism. This, in itself, is remarkable, as so often fundamentalists have been accused of speaking only to themselves. Furthermore,
Abrams addresses a topic that does the Church as a whole a great service. In reminding us, from a historical vantage point, of the allurement
and dangers of embracing modern culture without carefully evaluating
the potential negative implications, Abrams’s work offers a helpful
warning to the Church of the undue influence culture can have on its
message. This problem of cultural capitulation has been evident across
the theological spectrum, and certainly fundamentalists have had their
share of difficulties in this regard.
To sustain his thesis, Abrams borrows arguments from much of
the recent secondary literature on fundamentalism, especially Virginia
Brereton’s, Training God’s Army (1990). Following Brereton, Abrams
states that fundamentalism was “a spiritual movement, blinded in part
by the business success of the decade, [that] swallowed materialist assumptions with ease” (p. 23). Fundamentalist leaders were all too eager
to embrace modernity to promote their agenda. J. C. Massee knew
“how to sell religion” and Paul Rader was the master fundamentalist
promoter (p. 31).
Unfortunately, Abrams’ conclusions often come, not from research in primary sources, but from the secondary literature. The Massee quote, cited above, is gleaned from C. Allyn Russell’s Voices of
American Fundamentalism (1976) rather than from primary sources by
or about Massee. If the use of the often biased secondary literature
were occasional, one might overlook an accidental dependence upon it
for proof, but in the opinion of this reviewer, too often the argument is
built from the secondary literature while the primary material is added
for support. The heavy dependence on secondary literature results in
some unsubstantiated assertions. For example, controversial fundamentalist J. Frank Norris was “unrepentant” after the shooting of
D. E. Chipps (1926), and used the incident to bolster the circulation
of his paper, The Searchlight (p. 34). The documentation offered for
this harsh assessment is Norman Furniss, The Fundamentalist Controversy, 1918–1931 (1954). An examination of Furniss indicates he is
alluding to opinions, found in newspapers of the day, of Southern
Baptist opponents of Norris. This disparaging evaluation of Norris is
too severe a criticism to hang on the peg of a biased primary witness,
much less sifted through two other more distant historians. Was Norris “unrepentant” and did he merely use the incident to bolster his own
agenda? This is a strong indictment that ought to be supported by evidence from Norris himself, or at least by noting the opinions directly,
rather than citing secondary literature. It is this over dependence on
the secondary literature that occurs regularly in the text.
A second weakness noted is a confusing focus of the study itself.
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While the book is ostensibly about fundamentalism, at times, broader
terms like “conservative evangelical” (p. 110) and “evangelical” (pp.
114, 125) are used. Some individuals, not ordinarily identified by fundamentalists, as fundamentalist, are examined. Aimee Semple McPherson, a Pentecostal evangelist, is considered in her relationship with
certain fundamentalists as proof of a “fundamentalist urgency about
evangelism [that] often caused them to overlook gender concerns” (p.
114).1 The question to be asked is whether occasionally fundamentalists overlook gender concerns or did fundamentalism as a whole adopt
this pragmatic approach? From the evidence cited, it was more occasional than pandemic. Another example is the support for the use of
films by Charles M. Sheldon, who was not a fundamentalist (p. 96).
The case of Reverend Patty Horn, pastor of a Disciples of Christ
Church in Iowa, is offered as evidence of the abundance of “prominent
female fundamentalist ministries” (p. 110). Did fundamentalism support the idea of female evangelistic ministries? Were the Disciples of
Christ self-conscious fundamentalists? Would not the examples of
McPherson, Sheldon, and Horn better fall under the broader term
evangelical? Abrams’s working definition of fundamentalism is broader
than fundamentalist historians have been willing to grant. Perhaps this
is due to his early admission that he would not explore fundamentalist
theology (p. xi). Unfortunately, a sociological model of fundamentalism is presented rather than a theological model. This allows for a certain ambiguity that might have been avoided by changing the subtitle
from American Fundamentalists and Mass Culture to American Evangelicals and Mass Culture. Fundamentalism was a self-conscious, narrower subset of broader evangelicalism, but many of the illustrations
presented transcend traditional, self-conscious fundamentalist boundaries. This kind of treatment by a non-fundamentalist might be understandable, but why would a fundamentalist historian, in sympathy
with his own movement, not be more precise about defining fundamentalism theologically? Have self-avowed fundamentalists ever considered the Pentecostals or Church of Christ a part of mainstream
fundamentalism?
This is not to say that Abrams failed to make his point. Clearly
some fundamentalists adopted a pragmatic approach to mass culture.
Unfortunately, as he demonstrated, some fundamentalists embraced
1
Coincidently, Abrams in this section also draws heavily on the secondary literature to build his argument, especially Janette Hassey, No Time for Silence: Evangelical
Women in Public Ministry Around the Turn of the Century (Grand Rapids: Zondervan,
1986) and Brereton’s Training God’s Army (Bloomington: University of Indiana Press,
1990).
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modern methods as an expedient way to increase their own following.
However, did fundamentalism do this as a whole and was their use of
modern advertising and promotion a capitulation to modernity? Most
fundamentalists sincerely believed they were obeying the voice of God
found in the pages of the Scripture. The using of modern methods was
merely a way to spread the Gospel to a wider audience (pp. 128–129).
However, it is doubtful, in the mind of this reviewer, that fundamentalists would really consider the assessment that they were selling the
old-time religion a “high praise.”
William R. Glass, Strangers in Zion, is a helpful survey of the rise
and progress of fundamentalism in the Southern states. Glass rightly
notes that fundamentalism was largely a Northern phenomenon that
did not find the same kind of fertile soil for growth in the South. The
slow progress of Southern fundamentalism is attributed to “social and
cultural ferment,” “Southern race relations,” and “the place of
churches in Southern society” (xv–xvi). Because Southern fundamentalism developed much more gradually than it did in the North, historians of fundamentalism have either overlooked the Southern faction
or simply treated it as a component of the national movement without
much analysis offered.
Glass starts with a helpful survey of fundamentalism in an effort to
define his terms. The rise of liberalism, the emphasis of Wesleyan holiness, and premillennialism were the three leading factors that precipitated fundamentalism. These issues help him to identify Southern
fundamentalists, especially when some individuals were unwilling to
identify themselves with the larger fundamentalist cause. This results
in a broader use of the term fundamentalist than fundamentalist historians would appreciate. E. P. Alldredge, a Georgia Southern Baptist,
did not openly claim to be a fundamentalist and resisted affiliation
with J. Frank Norris, yet he was a fundamentalist because of his beliefs
(p. 186), as were other Southern Baptists who were “fundamentalistic”
(p. 192).
Glass surveys the various fundamentalist groups in the South
along four lines—itinerant, interdenominational, denominational and
separatist fundamentalists. There is some overlap with this approach,
but it is a generally helpful method. Key individuals, among the denominations, with the fundamentalist mindset are considered. Unfortunately, important Southern Baptists who were openly affiliated with
the Northern fundamentalist movement are missed. Southern Baptist
John William Porter, long-time editor of the Western Recorder, for a
time aligned himself with the Northern fundamentalists in the Baptist
Bible Union, and the Western Recorder showed great affinity with the
Northern fundamentalist concerns. Absent is any mention of Thomas
T. Martin, a fiery Southern Baptist evangelist, who as a friend of
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William Jennings Bryan attended the Scopes trial and who targeted
noted Baptist liberal, William L. Poteat, president of Wake Forest
College. Though an ardent fundamentalist, Martin remained loyal to
the denomination and opposed Norris’s attacks. Missing from Glass’s
otherwise helpful bibliography is James L. Thompson’s Tried as by
Fire—Southern Baptists and the Religious Controversies of the 1920’s
(Macon: Mercer University Press, 1982), which would have helped
identify Southern Baptist fundamentalists. In short, there were other
Southern Baptists besides J. Frank Norris who deliberately affiliated
with the Baptist Bible Union and Northern fundamentalist alliances
who should have been considered. Also absent are examinations of
later self-identified fundamentalists like John R. Rice, who is mentioned only once in the entire book. A greater effort given to examining self-conscious fundamentalists would have been beneficial.
Another problem with a broad use of the idea of fundamentalism
is identifying individuals as fundamentalist who might better be described with another conservative group like Baptist landmarkism.
Such is the case with I. W. Rogers, who confronted denominational
issues “with a fundamentalist perspective” (p. 204). The two primary
issues Rogers wrote about in his paper, The Faith, identified as fundamentalist were unionism—the cooperation with wider Protestantism—and support of the Cooperative Program. However, these issues
were of equal concern to Southern Baptist landmarkers, so it would
have been helpful for Glass to discuss why Rogers was identifying with
fundamentalism and not landmarkism when he argued these particular
positions. Fundamentalism and landmarkism are not coterminous.
In an effort to broaden the scope of his study, Glass is forced to
look at many who were not self-consciously fundamentalist and minimize his examination of those who were. Bob Jones College, mistakenly considered interdenominational rather than their preferred term
of nondenominational, was a self-conscious fundamentalist institution.
Though it receives periodic treatment throughout the book, it is not
examined in detail for its contribution to Southern fundamentalism;
nor is Tennessee Temple Schools, another self-conscious fundamentalist institution. The net effect is that individuals who resisted the label are given equal weight with those who readily embraced it for the
sake of creating a larger study group.
Still, Glass presents an interesting glimpse into conservative
Southern religious life in the wake of the cultural and religious developments of the twentieth century. He demonstrates effectively that
fundamentalism did not impact Southern religion in the same way that
it did in the North. Southern fundamentalists, it seems, were truly
“strangers in Zion.”
Despite the above noted concerns, both of these books make
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valuable contributions to the historiography of the broad fundamentalist movement. By addressing issues not heretofore discussed in the
literature of fundamentalism—fundamentalism’s relationship to modernity and Southern fundamentalism—Abrams and Glass have identified areas of fundamentalist history that warrant further historical
investigation.
Jeff Straub

The Armies of the Lamb: The Spirituality of Andrew Fuller, ed. Michael
A. G. Haykin. Dundas, Ontario: Joshua Press, 2001. 302 pp. $9.99.
Here is the third installment in the Classics of Reformed Spirituality, edited by Michael Haykin. Two previous paperbacks treat Oliver
Cromwell and George Whitefield respectively. Haykin, something of a
Canadian Tom Nettles,2 is making a significant contribution to Baptist
historiography as professor of church history at Heritage Baptist College and Theological Seminary, Cambridge, Ontario, and as editorial
director of Joshua Press. Not only has Haykin written numerous journal articles, but he has also edited an excellent two volume set on the
British Particular Baptists, produced by Particular Baptist Press (1998).
He has also penned what is his best original work to date, One Heart
and One Soul: John Sutcliff of Olney, His Friends and His Times (Evangelical Press, 1994). Along with his other works, One Heart and One
Soul establishes Haykin as the leading Baptist historian of Canada. His
thorough research, superb organization of material, and an lucid writing style have earned him high marks both in Britain and America.
Andrew Fuller (1754–1815), as a leader of the evangelical Particular Baptists, helped save his denomination from the deadening effects of hyper-Calvinism with his promotion of an all-sufficient
atonement. Indeed, it was this doctrine that helped launch the modern
missions movement in 1792 from Kettering, England. The ethical impetus for the movement was “duty faith,” the two-fold responsibility of
every unbeliever to receive the gospel and of every minister to faithfully
and indiscriminately offer it. Haykin provides us a profitable glimpse
2
Haykin and Nettles have much in common. They are both leading evangelical
Baptist “reformers” in their respective denominations, and they have a similar view of
notable Baptists, like Fuller. In fact, Nettles has written the forward to Armies of the
Lamb.
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into the inner spiritual workings of this remarkable missions pioneer
from the vantage point of a considerable variety of Fuller’s writings.
Spirituality can mean a kind of mystical introspection or frothy sentimentality. Neither apply in this collection. Spirituality for Fuller
meant knowing the Word of God, willingly obeying it, and sensibly
applying it in the power of the Holy Spirit. In all of these materials—personal correspondence, circular letters to denominational
churches, theological treatises, and confessional affirmations—we may
observe a consistent and passionate fervency for the gospel of Christ, a
thorough grasp of Bible content, an unflagging zeal for the cause of
foreign and domestic missions, and an abiding pastoral concern for his
own church membership. Haykin helps us to see that Fuller’s pastoral
interests, like his missions philosophy, was always evangelistically motivated. No Christian, including an ordained minister, was worth his
salt if he was not offering the gospel to the unregenerate. “Why was it,”
Haykin asks, “that so many parish churches of Fuller’s day were so
poorly attended? To Fuller the answer was obvious: because...‘the generality of the clergy do not preach the doctrine of the cross’” (p. 38).
The gospel of the cross was a matter of God’s free grace which necessarily included complete reliance on God for salvation to the exclusion
of human merit; to Fuller it was a message that should be offered to
everyone. No doubt he included in that “generality” those hyperCalvinist pastors who neglected to preach a “promiscuous”3 gospel.
Influenced by the reading of Jonathan Edwards, Fuller thirsted for revival and longed to see it in his native England as well as the foreign
field. That meant preparing and sending out more pastors and missionaries. Often, however, Fuller had to engage in the more mundane
business of fund-raising and political maneuvering in order to save the
Indian mission from British intolerance. The stress he endured from
these trials is reflected in a letter to William Ward. He wrote, “We are
to have an interview with the [East India?] minister in a day or two,
about a legal toleration of the mission. I have not much hope of gaining it, but we will try.” Yet always deferring to divine sovereignty, he
concluded, “But God is above them” (p. 256).4
Haykin does a splendid job in excerpting those works which trace
the spiritual pilgrimage of Andrew Fuller from his traumatic conversion to what he shares in a final letter to his best friend, John Ryland.
3
A promiscuous message meant an indiscriminate offer of the gospel to all men.
This differed from the followers of Gill who stressed preaching the gospel to all men,
but offering it only to those who had a discernable warrant to receive it. Fuller refused
to make such a distinction.
4
Fuller, after much struggle, was eventually successful in having a clause inserted
into the Baptist Society’s charter that guaranteed toleration to the missionaries.
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We are also informed as to the occasion for writing and the identity of
the recipients in each of the edited documents of Fuller, thereby giving
us a contextual awareness of the literature. What is remarkable about
Fuller’s spiritual journey is the consistent humility of the man. When
recounting his conversion experience to a friend, he confessed that “I
saw...there was no truth in me, I saw that God would be perfectly just
in sending me to hell, and that to hell I must go, unless I were saved of
mere grace” (p. 69). But in relinquishing “every false confidence, [I]
believed my help to be only in...[Christ] and approved of salvation by
grace alone...” (p. 72). In later years, as a busy pastor and secretary of
the Baptist Missionary Society, he faced each crisis—the threat of legal
dissolution of the Serampore mission, the critical lack of funds for it, a
wayward son, a denominational dispute—with calm assurance that
these matters were in the Lord’s hands. He wrote to Carey in 1803, “It
is wonderful that God should do anything by such poor grovelling
sinners as we are. One thing however is manifested by it, that the work
is entirely his own.... God has hounoured us not a little by employing
us in this great work; but as the hounour does not belong to us, we
must return it. The crowns do not seem to fit our heads; therefore they
must be cast at the feet of Jesus” (p. 187). In a final avowal of his faith,
Fuller writes only a few days before his death in 1815, “I am a poor
guilty creature, but Christ is an almighty Saviour. I have preached and
written much against the abuse of the doctrine of grace; but that doctrine is all my salvation and all my desire. I have no other hope than
from salvation by mere sovereign efficacious grace, through the atonement of my Lord and Saviour. With this hope, I can go into eternity
with composure” (p. 269). It was such devoted reliance on a gracious
God that characterized Fuller’s entire ministry.
Throughout the work, salient advice permeates Fuller’s comments.
Space permits me to cite only a couple of examples. As a sensible Bible
believer keenly aware of his historical roots, Fuller argues against lukewarmness with an appeal to his spiritual ancestors: “As Protestants, let
us think of the fervent zeal and holy piety of our Reformers.... As Protestant Dissenters, let us reflect on the spirit and conduct of our Puritan and non-conforming ancestors.” As a Baptist, Fuller considered
himself in the mainstream of Protestantism. A second example of
Fuller’s wisdom is reflected in his opposition to a false reliance upon
some vague spiritual inclination or misinterpretation of a Bible passage
to justify an action. “It is not [the] work [of the Holy Spirit] to make
any new revelation to the soul of things not proveable from Scripture.”
Many bad decisions have arisen from an abuse of Bible verses. When
some Christians “have been at a loss about the path of duty in any
particular case, they have had such a passage as this suggested to
them—‘This is the way, walk ye in it’ (Isaiah 30:21)—and have
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concluded that that way which they were thinking of at the time such
a passage occurred to their minds, must be the way of duty, and so
have followed it, but which has often proved to be the wrong way” (p.
121). Here is helpful correction to a well-meaning believer who finds
“peace” in a particular Scripture verse that was never intended to give
the answer he was seeking.
I suppose the best thing that can be said of this work is that it is a
true and balanced reflection of its subject’s views. Haykin’s own introduction and editorial comments are accurate, thoroughly documented,
and enable the reader to understand why Fuller was such an important
figure in Baptist history. I highly recommend Armies of the Lamb.
Gerald L. Priest
Detroit Baptist Theological Seminary

